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New Handcrafted State-of-the Art 64-Gun British Warship Model, Now on Sale, made by Dens
Model Ships
Www.densmodelships.com is now having a Model Ship Sale on his scaled museum quality 64 - Gun British
Warship Model.
Nov. 21, 2009 - PRLog -- Counted as one of the most expensive ship models, it justifies its
price. This custom-made state-of-the art ship is 100% scratch built,
its body is embedded with a variety of woods including cherry, walnut,
and a rare wood called chestnut.
The scale of the model is 1/96 and
measures 27" ( L ) x 12" ( W ), and 25" ( H ). It has 5 diverse deck levels
with a plank-on-frame structure, some of the hull and deck planks were
delibertly left off the model to show how the ship was constructed.
You would be amazed to know that around 1,175 working hours were invested over it to create this edifice,
which is made up of over 10,000 pieces and has over 61 feet of rigging. All the shrouds, and the standing
rigging were made by hand on a ropewalk.
The model is catching eyeballs from all over the world, its unbeatable craftsmanship is getting its worthy
appreciation and makes it stand away demanding a proud owner. It is a perfect accessory for the home or
office.
Since 1997, Dens Model Ships has specialized in the sale of exceptional one-of-a-kind handcrafted museum
quality ship models, half hull models, cross section models, Noah`s Ark Dioramas, and Noah`s Ark models.
He now builds and sells his models all around the world, you can see these beautiful Ark models at the
Noah`s Ark Model Store www.scalednoahsarkmodels2buy.redtienda.net , and Ship Models at the Model
Ship Store www.nauticalgifts.redtienda.net.
###
We sell handcrafted museum quality wooden ship models that are built from scratch, such as, 17Th Century
Warship Models, USS Constellation, Half Hull Models, Noah`s Ark Dioramas, and Noah`s Ark Models.
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